Changing time of simple continuous-time Markov counting processes by independent unit-rate Poisson processes results in Markov counting processes for which we provide closed-form transition rates via composition of trajectories and with which we construct novel, simpler infinitesimally over-dispersed processes.
Introduction
The statistical analysis of dynamical systems plays an important role in scientific research. When these systems involve counts, such analysis may be carried out using continuous-time Markov processes, which are often approximations to real systems and hence fail to capture some features of real data. Luckily, some of these features may be better captured after replacing time in those processes by a Markov random time. Such a time randomization approach to improving statistical modeling was recently proposed and studied in detail in Bretó and Ionides (2011) , where the resulting Markov time-changed processes are defined via transition rates. Unfortunately, transition rates of such timechanged processes are in general unavailable and can be difficult to obtain in closed form. This lack of closed-form transition rates limits the appeal of this time randomization approach and may even discourage applied researchers from using it at all. To help make this approach more appealing, this paper considers changing by a Poisson process the time of a large family that includes many continuous-time Markov counting processes used in applications (for example from epidemiology, biochemistry or sociology). For the resulting time-changed process, transition rates are provided in the required closed form. These closed-form transition rates constitute the main result of this paper, which we obtain by composing trajectories of the counting process with those of the random time (instead of by integrating out the random time). Our choice of a Poisson time change seems to be unusual in the applied literature and produces time-changed models simpler than those previously considered, as we illustrate by constructing several novel overdispersed counting processes, which can be used as building blocks to construct multivariate over-dispersed Markov counting systems.
Dynamical systems that involve counts have been studied in many disciplines by considering Markov counting systems without simultaneous events, although compound systems (which allow simultaneity) have also received some attention. Fields where counting systems have been modeled as continuous-time Markov chains include epidemiology and ecology (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927; Shrestha et al., 2011) , pharmacokinetics (Haseltine and Rawlings, 2002; Matis and Wehrly, 1979; Srivastava, 2002) and engineering and operations research (Doig, 1957; Jackson, 2002) . In these fields, most such processes are in fact Markov counting systems (Bretó and Ionides, 2011) , mainly networks of queues (Brémaud, 1999) or compartmental models (Jacquez, 1996; Matis and Kiffe, 2000) that rule out the possibility of simultaneous transitions or events. When simultaneous events are possible, these counting systems are called compound (Bretó and Ionides, 2011) .
Compound counting systems can capture better the variability in real data thanks to being infinitesimally overdispersed and have been constructed relying on random time changes and defined via closed-form transition rates, which is what this paper is concerned with. Compound Markov counting systems have been considered as a means to increase compatibility of theoretical models with real data, for example in the context of DNA sequence alignment and genomic data (Thorne et al., 1992) and of environmental stochasticity and epidemiological data (Bretó et al., 2009) . They are also infinitesimally over-dispersed (Bretó, 2012a) , which is a model feature favored by infectiousdisease data (Bretó et al., 2009; He et al., 2009; Ionides et al., 2006; Shrestha et al., 2011) . Such over-dispersion can be modeled with compound processes, which can be constructed under mild conditions (Bretó, 2012b) via the well-known operation of random change of time. Such time randomization approach was considered in detail in Bretó and Ionides (2011) , after being first illustrated in Bretó et al. (2009) where a compound compartmental model was constructed and defined by transition rates expressed in closed form. Investigating such closed-form rates for other models in general is our main concern.
The problem that this paper addresses is the difficulty deriving closed-form transition rates of time-changed processes, which lies in the non-linearity of expected values of transition probabilities and which limits the appeal of time randomization in applications. Transition rates of Markov counting processes can be understood as appropriate limits of transition probabilities (Brémaud, 1999) . These probabilities are most likely non-linear in time. After time is randomized, transition rates are instead determined by the expected transition probabilities (with respect to the randomized time), but such expected values need not be readily available in closed form due to the non-linearity. Consider a unit-rate Poisson process whose time index t is changed by random time R(t). Its expected probability of k transitions over time interval [0, l ] is the left hand side of (1) below, which is an analytic expression. A corresponding closed-form expression can be obtained, for example, assuming that {R(t)} is a gamma process with E R(t) = t and V R(t) = t/τ. Such expression is (Bretó and Ionides, 2011; Kozubowski and Podgórski, 2009) , if Γ is the gamma function,
However, this closed-form expression is based on derivations specific to the Poisson gamma process of this example and it need not extend straightforwardly to other random times or counting processes (like the non-linear death processes considered in Section 3). Seemingly technical difficulties like this one can prevent applied researchers from randomizing time. The discouraging limitations imposed on time randomization by unavailable closed-form expressions stem from the necessity to define time-changed models as implicit hierarchies and the resulting complications on model interpretation, which we seek to alleviate in this paper. Implicit definitions of a model are those given in terms of numerical procedures to generate realizations or sample paths (Bretó et al., 2009 ), e.g., for our Poisson gamma example above, a realization at time t would come from the following hierarchy of random draws: use a value drawn from a gamma random variable with mean t (and variance t/τ) as the mean of a Poisson random variable from which to draw the desired process realization. Implicit definitions like this one are all that is needed to do inference using "plug-and-play" methods (Bretó et al., 2009) , without the need to work out any closed-form expressions like (1). However, implicit models can be harder to interpret. Consider what an applied researcher might ask when deciding what to make of and how to interpret results obtained from an implicit model: Is the time-changed model well-behaved? What aspects of the original model vary after changing time? Should interpretation of the original parameters change? How does the choice of time change affect the answers to these questions? Interpretation issues like these might be tackled considering implicit definitions only but answers may reflect numerical artifacts and may not be as apparent as with closed-form expressions, as illustrated in next section. Helping mitigate such interpretation issues to make time randomization more attractive is the ultimate goal of this paper.
The main contribution of this paper is to provide closed-form transition rates for a large family of Markov counting processes time-changed by Poisson times via composition of trajectories and to illustrate how these closed-form rates facilitate the use of time randomization to improve Markov counting systems used in applications. The sought closed-form expressions are provided in Section 2 under mild requirements satisfied by many well-behaved processes considered in the applied literature. These expressions provide the desired details about the time-changed process to help address interpretation issues, promoting the use of time randomization. They are obtained by focusing on process trajectories to get around non-linear expectations like (1), for which the unusual Poisson time change turns out to be convenient. Not only does our Poisson time choice facilitate the derivation of the expressions, it also avoids increasing the number of parameters, which results in a simpler interpretation of the parameters of the time-changed models. This is illustrated in Section 3, where time randomization is considered for several processes of interest in the biological and social sciences and applied in detail to the widespread Poisson, linear birth and linear death processes to construct novel, infinitesimally over-dispersed processes and multivariate systems without the interpretation issues of time-changed models defined only implicitly.
Closed-form transition rates of simple Markov counting processes time-changed by Poisson processes
Before giving the closed-form time-changed rates in Theorem 1 below, we introduce our notation as we progress through some fundamental aspects of counting processes, random change of time and Poisson processes, which provides a context for the theorem.
Continuous-time Markov counting processes are fully characterized by transition rates, which are intimately related to the process compoundness and intensity, and which will also be used to define our time-changed processes. We denote a time-homogeneous continuous-time Markov counting process by {X(t)} and define it via its transition rates or transition semigroup local characteristics (Brémaud, 1999) , which we write as
where h, t ∈ R ≥0 , x ∈ N ≥0 and k ∈ N ≥1 . Transition rates determine whether {X(t)} is infinitesimally over-dispersed, which occurs if and only if simultaneous events are possible (Bretó and Ionides, 2011 )-i.e., if and only if {X(t)} is compound so that there exists at least one x and k > 1 with q X x, k > 0. If {X(t)} is not compound, then it is simple (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003) and q X (x, 1) is the only non-zero transition rate. Transition rates are also related to the process rate function or intensity (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003 ), which we write as
If the rate function summarizes the overall activity implied by the transition rates and is finite-i.e., if it satisfies λ X (x) = k≥1 q X (x, k) < ∞ for all x, we say that {X(t)} is conservative and stable (Brémaud, 1999) . Conservation, stability and simpleness are satisfied by many well-behaved processes used in applications (including those in Section 3 below) and are the only conditions that Theorem 1 imposes on the counting process to be time-changed. (Actually, time homogeneity is also imposed but it can be relaxed at the cost of complicating notation and derivations.) Random change of time only needs to be sketched at this point and details are postponed to Appendix A, but we do elaborate here on our reasons for choosing a Poisson time change over other time changes. In a nutshell, random time change involves a base process, say {X(t)}, whose time index t is replaced by a random time process, say {N(t)}, giving the time-changed process, say {S (t)} ≡ {X(N(t))}. While the base process considered in this paper is rather general, i.e., simple conservative stable processes, our time change is very specific: a unit-rate Poisson process.
The choice of Poisson time change is unusual in the literature but key if we wish to avoid directly integrating out the random time from the hierarchy X N(t) by following our alternative approach based on trajectory composition to prove Theorem 1 below. In the time randomization literature, Lévy processes (Sato, 1999) are routinely considered as time changes. One such process that has recurrently been chosen to obtain closed-form expressions is the gamma process. Examples include time-changed diffusions (Madan et al., 1998) or, in the context of counting processes, time-changed Poisson processes (Hougaard et al., 1997; Kozubowski and Podgórski, 2009; Lee and Whitmore, 1993) and time-changed pure-birth and pure-death processes (Bretó and Ionides, 2011) . In spite of processes other than gamma having been considered (Kumar et al., 2011; Marion and Renshaw, 2000; Varughese and Fatti, 2008) , Poisson processes seem to have been dispensed with. This literature emphasizes the random-variable hierarchy perspective, which drags us to the problematic non-linear expected transition probabilities analogous to (1). This hierarchical perspective gives the following analytical expression for the time-changed transition rates using (2) directly
This expression is not in closed form. To obtain one, the limit could be handled using Taylor expansions but the expectation is likely to be non-linear (as argued in the introduction). Such non-linear expectations can be circumvented by composing the trajectories of the processes (more on this in Appendix A). Trajectories are easier to compose, as we argue in Appendix A, if the time change is a Poisson process like in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Transition rates of simple Markov counting processes time-changed by Poisson processes). Let {X(t)} be a continuous-time Markov counting process that is time-homogeneous, simple, conservative, stable, and defined by rate function λ X (x) = q X (x, 1) < ∞. Let {N(t)} be a Poisson process defined by λ N (n) = 1. Let also both processes be independent. Then, the transition rates and rate function of the time-changed process {S (t)} ≡ X N(t) are
Proof. Theorem 1 is proved in Appendix A to preserve the flow of the paper.
Applications: making time change more appealing to model over-dispersed systems
The closed-form expressions in Theorem 1 make time randomization more attractive to applied researchers by providing them with details about their univariate time-changed process {S (t)} that refer to the overall process behavior and to the role of specific parameters, as we illustrate below with different time changes and base processes (even when the distribution of X(1) in (4) is difficult to obtain). This distribution only needs to be considered for univariate processes, which can then be used as building blocks to construct infinitesimally over-dispersed multivariate systems of counts.
The overall behavior of a process is a subjective concept, which could include features like whether or not it is well-behaved, compound or whether its transition rates and rate function have any distinctive characteristics, all of which can be complemented by additional information on the role of specific parameters. The Poisson time-changed process {S (t)} of Theorem 1 is well-behaved in the sense that its transition rates q S (s, k) ∈ [0, 1] < ∞ and that it remains conservative and stable, since λ S (s) = 1 − P X(1) = s | X(0) = s = k≥1 q S (s, k). This assures modelers that their time-changed model is not pathological and that it fits in the framework of most existing Markov process theory. {S (t)} is also compound, which implies it is infinitesimally over-dispersed. Such over-dispersion informs applied scientists of the additional variability demanded by the data, which may also be interpreted as the base model {X(t)} being misspecified (Bretó et al., 2009; Bretó and Ionides, 2011) . Compoundness also has implications for describing and summarizing {S (t)}. It suggests complementing the information given by the more conventional infinitesimal mean and variance with that given by the rate function and the mean and variance of the transition rates (or jump sizes), which have the following distinctive features in the case of {S (t)}. One on hand, moments of the transition rates in (4) are given directly by the distribution of random variable X(1). On the other hand, the rate function in (5) is necessarily restricted to the interval [0, 1]. These two features clue in modelers that event size moments will inherit any constraint present in the distribution of X(1) and that the event rate function of {S (t)} is bounded from above. Moreover, the closed form for the rate function given in (5) permits quantitatively assessing the impact on λ S (s) of parameters appearing in the original λ X (x).
The role of specific parameters can be analyzed in more detail by using additional information on the distribution of X(1) given X(0) to measure the impact of a parameter on transition rates, on the rate function and on moments, which in addition facilitates connecting and comparing the time-changed process to other processes, as we illustrate in several examples below. The required distribution of X(1) is a ubiquitous result for Poisson base processes {X(t)} with rate α (independent of Poisson time change {N(t)}), for which X(1) ∼ Poisson(α). This distribution is all that is needed to apply Theorem 1 (from which we borrow the notation) to prove the following corollary.
Corollary 2 (Poisson Poisson process). Consider Theorem 1 and let λ X (x) = α, i.e., let {X(t)} be a Poisson process with rate α ∈ R >0 . The transition rates of {S (t)} are the probability mass function of a Poisson random variable parameterized by rate α, i.e., q S (s, k) = α k e −α /k! and its rate function is λ S (s) = 1 − e −α .
Note 3 (On Poisson Poisson processes). The name "Poisson Poisson process" has been used in the literature to refer to a different process, i.e., to refer to compound Poisson processes with Poisson event size distribution (see for example Hanson, 2007) .
Corollary 2 gives a rate function and transition rates for {S (t)} parameterized solely by α. The impact of α on transition rates, the rate function and moments for {S (t)} is different than for {X(t)}. Before the time change, an increase in α linearly increases the rate λ X at which events occur in {X(t)} and events have invariably size one. After the time change, its impact on the event rate λ S becomes non-linear and, more importantly, it changes the mean and variance of event sizes of {S (t)}. These event size moments are simply those of X(1), i.e., both α and, although knowing them is informative, they differ from the infinitesimal moments of {S (t)}. These infinitesimal moments and their ratio (the dispersion index D dS ) can be derived by noticing that {S (t)} is a compound Poisson process, so that
The infinitesimal quantities (6)- (8) allow further analysis of the difference in the role of α in {S (t)} and in {X(t)}. In addition, they are also important for applied modelers interested in bounding simulation computational load, which is a key element when applying the plug-and-play inference methods pointed to in the introduction. Computational load can be bound by approximating {S (t)} at certain times using deterministic ordinary differential equations (ODEs), as explored for example in Haseltine and Rawlings (2002) . For example, the unit-rate Poisson time {N(t)} of Corollary 2 could be approximated by function n(t) = t, giving the approximating ODE dn(t)/dt = 1. Other approximating ODEs regarding Corollary 2 could be dx(t)/dt = α and ds(t)/dt = α 1 − e −α dx n(t) /dt = α. The approximating ODE ds(t)/dt = α is correct nevertheless if the time change used is instead the gamma process used to derive (1) (Bretó and Ionides, 2011) .
The gamma time change used to derive (1) has disadvantages when compared to our Poisson time change, regardless of the base process. A fundamental disadvantage is that our approach to finding the closed-form expressions in Theorem 1 does not work, basically because the gamma trajectories are more complex (more details in Note 6 in Appendix A). A minor disadvantage is that it introduces an additional parameter, τ. This additional parameter complicates the preceding non-trivial comparison of the role of α in {S (t)} with its role in {X(t)}. Of course, τ makes {S (t)} more flexible, e.g., D dS = 1 + ατ (Bretó and Ionides, 2011) , and could always be fixed at some arbitrary value, say τ = 1, which would give the same D dS for both the Poisson and the gamma time change. In this sense, the Poisson choice makes {S (t)} simpler and still infinitesimally over-dispersed. The Poisson time change could be replaced by a compound Poisson time change. This extension would allow for additional parameters that could play the role of τ, providing additional flexibility. It would also still permit proving Theorem 1 with some minor modifications (which are beyond the scope of this paper). The above analysis comparing the role of parameters before and after changing time and with different time changes is also possible for base processes other than Poisson.
Base processes for which the distribution of X(1) is well-known also include linear birth and linear death processes (see for example Bharucha-Reid, 1960) , for which we next provide closed-form rates and moments before considering applying Theorem 1 to processes for which this distribution is more difficult to obtain.
Corollary 4 (Negative-binomial Poisson process). Let λ X (x) = βx I{x > 0} , i.e., let {X(t)} be a linear birth process with individual birth rate β ∈ R >0 . The transition rates of {S (t)} are the probability mass function of a negative binomial random variable parameterized by success probability 1 − e −β and number of failures until stopping s, i.e.,
for s ∈ N >0 and its rate function is λ S (s) = 1 − e −βs I{s>0} .
.e., let {X(t)} be the counting process associated with a linear death process with individual death rate δ ∈ R >0 and initial population size d 0 ∈ N >0 . The transition rates of {S (t)} are the probability mass function of a binomial random variable parameterized by success probability 1 − e −δ and number of trials
In both Corollary 4 and 5, the event size moments are the moments of the corresponding negative binomial and binomial distributions. Infinitesimal moments are provided below for the linear death process of Corollary 5 only. (Providing them for Corollary 4 would require a justification to pass the h-limit inside the expectation, a technicality that at this point we prefer leaving for future research.) If {S (t)} is the process from Corollary 5, then
These infinitesimal moments are again different from those of a binomial gamma process, but in both cases {S (t)} is infinitesimally equi-dispersed for s = d 0 −1 (Bretó and Ionides, 2011) . Regarding approximating ODEs corresponding to Corollary 5, they are similar to those of Corollary 2:
All of the preceding analysis of the role of parameters has been greatly facilitated by nice and tractable distributions of X(1).
When the distribution of X(1) is difficult to obtain, the closed-form results provided by Theorem 1 inherit this lack of tractability, which, in the most extreme case, can force the use of approximations in both univariate and multivariate settings. An example of a distribution that is difficult to handle is that of non-linear death processes with λ X (x) = x(d 0 − x) I{x < d 0 } , which is of current interest in the context of bacterial disinfection (Chou et al., 2005) and for which Theorem 3 in Billard et al. (1979) gives intricate closed-form expressions for P X(1) = s + k | X(0) = s . In this case, results can be obtained without the need of any approximation. Approximation of the distribution of X(1) is an option if this distribution is unavailable in closed form. Such approximation can be done numerically but numerical approximations can be avoided at least for death processes with general death rate, including the following non-linear death processes: logistic and exponential death processes (which are of interest to model invasion of larvae, Faddy and Fenlon, 1999) ; Bass death processes (to model innovation diffusion in social groups, e.g., Karmershu and Sharma, 2007) ; and power death process (to model chemical formation of activated carbons, Fan and Argoti, 2011) . For such processes, it is possible to truncate the infinite sum for P X(1) = s + k | X(0) = s provided in Theorem 2 in Billard et al. (1980) . These numerical or truncation approximations should in any case be expected to give more reliable results than empirically attempting to approximate the limit and expectation in (3) to obtain approximate time-changed transition rates. The transition rates considered so far refer to univariate counting processes only but can also be used to construct multivariate Markov counting systems.
Over-dispersed Markov counting systems have been constructed combining the transition rates of Poisson gamma and binomial gamma processes as building blocks of a multivariate counting system in the context of epidemiological susceptible-infectious-recovered (SIR) compartmental models (Bretó, 2012a; Bretó and Ionides, 2011) . These blocks based on gamma time changes can be replaced by the Poisson-based blocks presented in this paper, resulting in alternative SIR compartmental models. Such alternative SIR models can then be considered as a more parsimonious alternative to the gamma-based models to test for over-dispersion (i.e., for model misspecification) and to improve the fit of the base model to data.
Appendix A.
Before proving Theorem 1, we give a formal definition of time change. Time change can be approached rigorously by defining an underlying probability space and by paying attention to the measure theory involved (as in for example Barndorff-Nielsen and Shiryaev, 2010; Sato, 1999) . Such rigor is not needed for our proof but beginning with a probability space (Ω, F , P) clarifies it. On this probability space, the collection (indexed by t ∈ R ≥0 ) of random variables X t (ω) : Ω → N ≥0 defines the base counting process {X(t)} of Theorem 1. If instead of indexing by t, we index by ω (which we stress by switching to lowercase), x ω (t) is an N ≥0 -valued deterministic function called the process trajectory or sample path. Composing trajectory x ω (t) with that of Poisson process {N(t)} is equivalent to defining the time-changed process {S (t)} as the collection of random variables such that, for all t,
(as in Sato, 1999) with trajectories s ω (t) = x ω n ω (t) .
Proof of Theorem 1 . The result is proved by inferring, from the properties of the composed trajectory, the conditional distribution of inter-event times in {S (t)}, which determines the rate function in (5), and the conditional distribution of event sizes in {S (t)}, which determines the transition rates in (4). A key property of the trajectories of the processes involved is that they are flat with step or jump discontinuities, which carry information about the random inter-event times. Let these discontinuity points of trajectories x ω (t), n ω (t) and s ω (t) be denoted by {δ 
for 0 ≤ t < δ Regarding jump or event sizes, define the first jump size J 1 ≡ S (T S 1 ) − S (0). In Figure A .1, J 1 = X(3) − X(0) = X(3) − X(2). In general, J 1 = X(G 1 ) − X(G 1 − 1). Since X(G 1 − 1) = X(0) = S (0), conditionally on S (0) = s, the probability of a first jump of size k > 0 is P J 1 = k S (0) = s = P X(G 1 ) = s + k X(G 1 − 1) = s π(s) = P X(1) = s + k X(0) = s π(s)
